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C
ompounds that can be reduced or
oxidized easily, such as ceria, have
found applications as catalysts in

vehicle emission control systems and elec-
trolyte materials in solid oxide fuel cells.1,2

The catalytic activity of cerium oxide origi-
nates from surface oxygen, and so it is im-
portant to increase the active surface area in
order to obtain enhanced catalytic activity.
There have been several successful at-
tempts to fabricate ceria of reduced size,
thereby increasing the surface area to max-
imize catalytic activity.3 The presence of
such reactive oxygen species and oxygen
storage capacity (OSC) would also play a
crucial role in some other important appli-
cations such as antioxidants in the biome-
dical field.4,5 In order to use cerium oxide
effectively in all the above applications, it is
important that we understand the behavior
and activity of oxygen, the distribution of
vacancies, and the defect structure and
defect mobility at the surface of the cerium
oxide nanoparticle. Another alternative way
to enhance OSC would be to tune the mor-
phology of the cerium oxide nanoparticles
such that the most reactive surfaces are
more exposed. Thus, there have been sev-
eral successful attempts to increase the OSC
and catalytic efficiency by changing the
morphology of ceria, to maximize {100}
exposure.6�8

There are several molecular modeling
studies exploring the relative stabilities of
different crystalline surfaces.9�12 The cata-
lytic activity and mobility of Ce and O ions
on the surface of ceria nanoparticles are
linked with how strongly each atom is
bound to the surface. Now it is well estab-
lished that the binding energy of the atoms
on the low-index surfaces follows the order

{111}> {110}> {100}. Calculating the bind-
ing energy of atoms on the surface of a ceria
nanoparticle is straightforward.13 However,
undertaking such calculations for all surface
atoms is computationally expensive. Re-
cently, Migani and co-workers showed that
the “oxygen vacancy formation energy is
driven by the electrostatics”,14 thus enabl-
ing the prediction of the most easily remo-
vable O atoms by analyzing the distribution
of the electrostatic potential in the pristine
stoichiometric (vacancy-free) ceria systems.
Accordingly, the Madelung energy, calcu-
lated for each atom, will provide insight into
how strongly each atom is bound to the
surface and therefore a reflection of its
relative mobility and reactivity compared
to other ions. Here, we use atomistic com-
puter simulations to generate models for
ceria nanoparticles and predict their surface
reactivity by calculating theMadelung ener-
gies of the atoms.
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ABSTRACT Instabilities of nanoscale ceria

surface facets are examined on the atomic

level. The electron beam and its induced atom

migration are proposed as a readily available

probe to emulate and quantify functional

surface activity, which is crucial for, for example, catalytic performance. In situ phase contrast

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy with spherical aberration correction is shown

to be the ideal tool to analyze cationic reconstruction. Hydrothermally prepared ceria

nanoparticles with particularly enhanced {100} surface exposure are explored. Experimental

analysis of cationic reconstruction is supported by molecular dynamics simulations where the

Madelung energy is shown to be directly related to the binding energy, which enables one to

generate a visual representation of the distribution of “reactive” surface oxygen.

KEYWORDS: nanoparticles . surface reconstruction . atomic hopping . ceria .
Madelung energy
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Even though techniques such as XRD and XPS have
been found suitable for studying changes in lattice
constants of nanocrystals accompanied by a change in
oxidation states,15,16 high-resolution TEM accompa-
nied with associated techniques (electron diffraction,
EELS, STEM, etc.) can reveal local changes in the sur-
faces of nanostructures down to atomic resolution17

and has been used effectively for nonoxidematerials as
well.18,19 Here we aim at analyzing relative stabilities
and levels of reconstruction of {111} and {100} sur-
faces of hydrothermally produced cerium oxide nano-
crystals,7 whichwere found to havemore {100} exposed
surfaces by means of aberration-corrected HRTEM.

RESULTS

The hydrothermally fabricated material is found to
consist of a high proportion of cuboid particles,making
this powder industrially relevant with respect to cata-
lytic applications. A faceted cerium oxide nanoparticle
was selected and imaged such that we can clearly see
an extended {100} surface adjoining a smaller {111}
surface (Figure 1a). To clarify the geometry and crystal-
lography, the experimental image is set next to a
molecular dynamics simulated system showing the
same joining interfaces (Figure 1b), which will assist
in the interpretation of findings (see Discussion section).
Dynamic changes under the e-beamwere observed by
taking a series of 30 images at an interval of 2 s each
(Figure 2). It is important to note that the changes were
not triggered by a focused beam; the condenser was
simply adjusted to illuminate a region larger than the
CCD camerafield of view to get a high enough signal-to-
noise ratio in the image series. It is confirmed that
atomic motion happens across the wide {100} face,
extending our earlier findings for octahedral ceria
crystals,20 where these motions were confined to one
tiny {100}-type facet of the capped octahedron, which
is stabilized by suppressing the octahedral corner.

In the present study, our aim is to measure atomic
motion as well as reconstruction of the terminating
monolayer in extended surfaces of both {100} and
{111} type, which must be stabilized intrinsically, and
compare the relative stability of the two different surfaces.
In a first qualitative evaluation we aim to classify

patterns of atomic movements. At first line profiles
through the outermost four monolayers along each of
the two surface directions are plotted as a function of
time with the image intensity as ordinate, indicating
changes in the number of atoms on each peak with
increasing irradiation (Figure 3). Along {111} the
length of the line selected for the profile plot is about
5.0 nm, and along {100}, 6.1 nm. The first four rows are
referred to as {111}1 {111}2 {111}3 {111}4 and {100}1
{100}2 {100}3 {100}4, respectively.

Evaluation of {111} Surface. Over the 60 s no ablation
of atoms is visible; all movements appear reversible
and random. If we look at row 1 closely, some positions
even increase over time (e.g., 4 and 6), while others
fluctuate between two levels (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9). For
example, changes of up to 10% of maximum intensity,
corresponding to purple-blue color changes (position 3,
row1) in Figure 3, occur. Spatially, atomic motion is
stronger on the left, near the corner of {100}, than on
the right. Profiles for the inner three rows appear quite
stable, as expected with {111}4 (which serves as our
noise estimate to separate real hopping processes
from random intensity fluctuations). Several positions
as a function of time seem to zigzag, suggesting that
apart from hopping from one row to another, whole
columns of atoms perpendicular to the plane of the
image also move in random directions. This makes it
difficult to quantitativelymeasure the number of atoms
joining or leaving a particular position.

Evaluation of the Corner of {111}/{100}. An illustrative
example of theunpredictable natureof atomic hopping
is the corner formed by {100}2 and {111}1. This single

Figure 1. (a) Faceted ceria nanoparticle imaged along the [110] zone axis using 300 kV JEM-3100 R005 aberration-corrected
TEM showing {111} and {100} facets. The image, taken at slight underfocus, has been black-white inverted for better visibility
of atomic columns. (b) Atomisticmodel revealing {100} and {111} surfaces to comparewith experiment. Ceriumpositions are
represented by large spheres, and oxygen positions represented by small spheres colored according to Madelung energy
(red = low, blue = high).
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crystallographic Ce site appears to fluctuate between a
single elliptically smeared out atomic spot, a sharp

single atomic spot, and two almost separate spots
(Figure 4). In detail, the elliptical spot (2 s) turns into a

Figure 2. Time series of atomic hopping processes on a ceria nanoparticle, recorded at a time interval of 2 s (imaging
conditions as with Figure 1a).

Figure 3. Intensity 3D surface plots of profiles of the first four rows along {100} and {111}, respectively. Color-intensity
conversion table is at the right.
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split spot (4 s) with both subspots being displaced from
their nearest crystallographic Ce site, and after further
fluctuations at 22 s a bright single position can be seen.
After 34 s another positional split appears (see also the
profile plot), nowopening (temporarily only) a newcorner
site (Pos 1 along {100}1, however inward relaxed).

Evaluation of {100} Surface. Line profiles of Figure 3
immediately indicate the huge increase in hopping
activity whenever Ce is free to move at the top, which
includes the full {100}1, the left seven positions of
{100}2, and even some {100}3 sites close to the {111}
facet. As a selected example, the third, fourth, and fifth
positions in {100}1 (from right) are found to be parti-
cularly active. These activities affect the number of
atoms in the immediate neighborhood (i.e., third posi-
tion from right in {100}2); see Figure 3. Another high
activity example is the left-hand side of the {100}2 and
{100}3 rows, which look displaced and very mobile,
being partially exposed surfaces.

The most striking evidence of cationic surface re-
construction appears at Pos 6 along {100}1, where two
image spots occupy one bulk Ce site for most of the time

series. Therefore atomoscillationsduringone2 s exposure
time can be excluded in favor of lasting cationic surface
reconstruction, while oxygen does not contribute signifi-
cantly to image contrast. Figure 5 magnifies the region
around Pos 6 along with horizontal intensity profiles
through the reconstructed sites. Of the split spots, one
subspot, best seenas Pos61 in Figure 5c, is located close to
theprojectedoctahedral interstitial sites in thefluorite unit
cell, while both spots are displaced from bulk positions.

Quantification of Hopping Activity via Cross-Correlation. It is
valuable to assign a single number to each layer at/
below a surface facet of a nanocrystal, which describes
the relative activity, comprising atom number fluctua-
tions in a column or lateral movements through dy-
namic relaxations and reconstructions.

First, we propose to quantify inter- and intra-
column/row hopping of atoms via the cross-correlation
function between two consecutive images of rows:

xcf ¼ ∑ (Ai � ÆAæ) 3 (Bi � ÆBæ)ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑ (Ai � ÆAæ)2

q
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑ (Bi � ÆBæ)2

q (1)

Figure 4. Magnified images of the {100}/{111} corner region in selected time frames. Below: profile plots through the
reconstructing Ce-corner-site, demonstrating major changes in positions, occupancy, and Ce�Ce projected neighbor
distances. Scale bar = 0.5 nm.
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A and B represent profile plots for two consecutive
frames separated by 2 s: B = Aþ2 s, while i runs along
all the pixels along the length of the profile of rows
{111}1, {111}2, {100}1, and {100}2. The 30 available
frames over 60 s allow calculating xcf functions for
29 pairs of A,B for a given row. The average of those
29 xcf's for each row gives clear quantitative evidence
as to which row/facet is more active. According to
these calculations, {111}2 has a value of 0.95, which is a
bit higher compared to 0.94 obtained for {111}1, as it is
protected by the top layer. Overall the xcf values for
{100} planes are lower compared to their {111} coun-
terparts: xcf's for {100}1 and {100}2 were found to be
0.83 and 0.91, respectively. Most significantly {100}1 is
much lower than the {111} equivalent, indicating high
instability along this surface. Thus the above-defined
parameter proves to be a suitable parameter to quan-
tify surface instability and functional surface activity.

Quantification of Lattice Dynamics via Interatomic Distance
Measurements. Another way of quantifying the amount
of surface reconstruction and its dynamics near the
surface is by measuring the changes in atomic column
positions. Figure 6 represents average interatomic
distances of all the positions for the first two rows
along each facet {111} and {100} plotted against their
interatomic positions dij, with dij representing the
distance between pos i and pos j, j = iþ 1. For example,
d12 along {111}1 was measured for all 30 frames taken
over 60 s and averaged. The deviation from the mean
value is shown as an “error bar”, which actually is a
measure of the true amplitude of atom movements/
atom relaxations over time. The same procedure was
repeated for all the available consecutive positions
along a given row and then for other rows alike. Again,
the first two positions that are closer to the active {100}
surface, d12 and d23, fluctuate more compared with the
rest of the interatomic distances, indicating overspill

from {100}. The corner positions {100}1 and {100}2 are
expected to be the most active region, and they show
not only the largest fluctuations but also the largest
absolute interatomic distances, both proving their
major deviation from bulk crystallography.

Image Simulation. To confirm the interpretation of
atomic spots with Ce atomic columns, HRTEM image

simulations were employed using Java EMS soft-

ware21,22 for a range of defocus values starting from
�25 toþ25 nm in steps of 5 nm and varying thickness.

Two regions of interest, A and B, on Figure 7a are

matched with simulations for a thickness of 1.5 and

8.5 nm, respectively (Figure 7b and c). Slight differ-

ences between experimental and simulated parts can

be attributed to a possible mis-tilt in the projection of

the CeO2 crystal. Ce columns are black in the original

image, as in Figure 6, and turn white after contrast

inversion in Figures 1 and 2. For zero spherical aberra-

tion we suppress visibility of the disturbing carbon

support film, which is a weak phase object, while maxi-

mizing the heavy amplitude-phase contrast of Ce.

Molecular Modeling. The atomistic structure of a par-
ticular CeO2{100} surface is shown in Figure 8a
and reveals that the surface atomic layer comprises
�Ce�O�Ce�O� chains. This change of stoichiometry
from CeO2 to CeO1 facilitates quenching of the dipole
associated with fluorite {100} surfaces.23 In Figure 8b,
the Madelung energy of the oxygen ions in the
�Ce�O�Ce�O� chain are shown and reveal that the
oxygen ions comprising the chain have low Madelung
energies, and thereforewepredict they aremoremobile
compared with oxygen comprising other sites, such as
{111}. Inspection of the model simulated under MD
simulation performed at high temperature reveals that
the oxygen ions at {100} are indeed highly mobile.
Moreover, the atoms do not move in an autonomous

Figure 5. Magnified images of the {100} surface of Figure 1, opposite the corner region of Figure 4. Below: profile plots of
layer {100}1, lattice position 6 (counted from the right), corresponding to (a) 20 s, (b) 30 s, (c) 32 s, and (d) 34 s, illustrating the
two spots labeled 61 and 62, which are part of a surface reconstruction with two projected atomic spots occupying one bulk
lattice Ce site. Scale bar = 0.5 nm.
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fashion; rather the�Ce�O�Ce�O� chains move as a
whole, analogous to the movement of a snake.

DISCUSSION

Cationic surface reconstruction on ceria has not
been observed before,mainly due to the fact that infor-
mation about the atomic structure of Ce {111} and
{100} surfaces has been reported only by scanning
tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) and scanning force micro-
scopy (SFM). STM {111} studies revealed the presence
of surface defects predominantly consisting of triangular

oxygen vacancy defects at room temperature.24,25 On
the other hand, SFM studies, apart from showing simi-
lar triangular oxygen defects, also give useful informa-
tion on characteristics of terraces, step edges, kinks,
and pits on the Ce{111} surfaces, which is directly re-
lated to its ability to adsorb CO and other catalytic
activities.26�28 For {100}, according to Nörenberg and
Harding,23 a (3�2)45�-type reconstruction is found in
the terminating oxygen layer.
Unlike HRTEM, SPM measurements are performed

on extended (semi-infinite) crystals, and the Tasker
classification29 applies, with fluorite {111} being a
stable type II, and fluorite {100} an unstable type III,
surface with intrinsic dipole moment. For nanoparti-
cles, it is to be noted that finite size effects restrict the
energy penalty for type III infinite crystals. Also the elec-
tron beam induced oxygen ablation under prolonged
irradiation could render the fluorite {111} surface Ce
terminated, which is another unstable type III surface,
which could explain some atomic motion observed.
Evidently, cationic surface reconstruction would be trig-
gered by creation of oxygen vacancies at the surface,
which influence the atoms/atomic columns present at
the exposed surface to occupy interstitial positions
during the course of e-beam exposure. Further signifi-
cant oxygen loss, such as inside the {100}1 layer in
Figure 5, at the start of irradiation would open up
the space that allows Ce interstitial positions to emerge.

Figure 7. Experimental (a) contrast details (magnified from
Figure 2, t = 2s) withmatching HRTEM image simulations (b,
c) for two crystal regions near the surface and in the
nanoparticle interior (1.5 and 8.5 nm thickness). Unit cell
andCe columnpositions are indicated, JEOL JEM3100R005,
Cs = 0.

Figure 6. Average projected interatomic distances, plotted as a function of their corresponding positions dij (j = iþ 1) along
(a) {111}1, (b) {100}1, (c) {111}2, and (d) {100}2. The error bars represent the truemeasure of amplitude of atommovements/
atom relaxations over time.
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In TEMwe can dynamically observe Ce atomicmotions,
but the actual imaging of oxygen vacancies and de-
fects at the surface is difficult.
As mentioned earlier, a measure of the ease of

oxygen extraction from the surface of ceria is directly
related to its catalytic reactivity.9 The mobility of ions
and ease of oxygen extraction from a particular surface
are dependent upon the Madelung energy. Our calcu-
lations reveal that theMadelung energies of oxygen on
{100} are generally much lower compared with oxy-
gen on {111} surfaces. Accordingly the simulations
predict that oxygen on {100} will be more mobile and
easier to extract, compared to oxygen on {111}. Our
experiments reveal, in accord with our simulations, a
much higher mobility for ions comprising CeO2{100}
compared with {111}. Accordingly, because the
Madelung energy links mobility and reactivity, we argue
that the ionic mobility, observed experimentally, can
be used as a direct measure of reactivity. With the help
of molecular dynamics simulation, we confirmed that
the energetically most favorable structure corresponds
to a Ce�O stoichiometry with both oxygen and Ce
missing compared to the bulk structure. This recon-
struction quenches the dipole moment and brings the
overall {100} surface energy closer to the {111} level,
and could therefore explain why ceria cuboid crystals
with extended {100} faces exist in the first place. The
direction and length of the CeO chains are randomly
distributed and considered highly mobile; their total
occupancy corresponds to only 50% oxygen. Our
cross-sectional surface views of ceria {100} surfaces

and their dynamics support the theoretical model, by
the observation that entire atomic columns move
within a 2 s interval to a neighboring position.20

An important question is whether the limited lateral
extent (nanosize effects) of our facets, in comparison to
infinite surfaces normally used in STM studies, influ-
ences the {100} surface reconstructions and any asso-
ciated changes in ionmobility To explore this issue, we
analyzed various models of ceria nanoparticles and
nanorods with exposed {100} surfaces (Figure 9). Ana-
lysis, using molecular graphical techniques, of all the
nanoceria {100} surfaces revealed significant surface
reconstruction with characteristic �Ce�O�Ce�O�
Ce�O� chain structures, which enable surface dipole
quenching. We note that the detailed atomistic struc-
ture can change slightly between {100} surfaces ex-
posed. However, the size of the surface and archi-
tecture of the nanostructure appear not to govern
the “chain” configuration and hence reactivity. The
technique of simulated amorphization and crystalli-
zion30,31 was used to generate the atomistic models of
nanoceria. Accordingly, the area of {100} surfaces
exposed by the (model) nanoceria is dependent upon
the crystallization. Similar to the experiment, the simu-
lator can exact control only over the crystallization
conditions of temperature and pressure and not struc-
ture. For this reason, the atomistic structures of the
{100} surfaces in Figure 9 are subtly different. Nano-
material synthesis necessarily involves a crystallization
step. By simulating, in part, the synthetic process, we
argue that our models are more representative of real

Figure 8. (a) Atomistic structure of a {100} surface revealing the �Ce�O�Ce�O�Ce� chains on the surface atomic layer,
which evolve to help quench the surface dipole associated with fluorite {100}; penultimate surface atoms are represented by
ball-and-stick and the layer below using a stick model representation. (b) Surface atomic layer of the �Ce�O�Ce�O�Ce�
chain; oxygen is representedby spheres colored according toMadelung energy (red= low, blue= high), and ceriumatoms are
represented by blue spheres. (See Supporting Information for images of the full crystal models.)
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nanoceria, comparedwithmodels generated “by hand”
using, for example, symmetry operators; the simula-
tion strategies used to generate the models of ceria
nanoparticles and nanorods are available in refs 30
and 31.
Oxidation state measurements on various ceria

nanoparticles have been carried out before,15�17 with
the surface found enriched in Ce3þ and the particle
interior being pure Ce4þ. However, the main message of
our work is that the surface activity cannot be character-
ized by simple valence measurements and derived
proportions of oxygen deficiency corresponding to a
ratio for Ce:O of 1/2 (CeO2) to 2/3 (Ce2O3). Only atomic
reconstruction and atomic surface mobility including
local temporary stoichiometries of <2/3 (such as Ce�O)
are able to describe the complete picture.

CONCLUSIONS

The characterization of ceria surfaces by cross-
sectional views of an aberration-corrected HRTEM
image timeseries allowedus toperformseveral innovative

examinations and deduce relevant conclusions for
both basic surface science and industrial applications:

• Unlike SPM, XPS, or other surface science techni-
ques, we can characterize precisely indexed nano-
facets of individual nanocrystals, thereby avoid-
ing averaging of properties over different surface
indices or differently shaped crystals.

• We have documented extensive cerium atomic
hopping movements now for the first time ob-
served on laterally extended {100} surfaces and
to a smaller degree on {111} surfaces after varia-
ble times of irradiation. Therefore we can exclude
less important corner effects as the exclusive
cause of such motion, previously observed on
tiny cap-facets on octahedral nanoparticles, and
predict the high surface activity of our hydrother-
mally produced cuboid particles with maximized
exposure of {100} faces. These particles are of
primary importance for practical applications,
and our results are therefore far-ranging beyond
surface science theory.

Figure 9. Atomistic structure of CeO2 {100} surfaces. (a�e) {100} surfaces of a nanoparticle of ceria comprising 24 696 atoms;
(f) nanorodwith (110) growth direction; (g, h) nanoparticle comprising 15 972 atoms; (i) nanorodwith (211) growth direction.
The atom positions comprising the top atomic layer are represented by large spheres; a ball-and-stick model is used to
represent atom positions below the top layer. To preserve clarity of the figure, the remaining atom positions are not shown.
Cerium is colored white and oxygen is red.
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• We propose two quantitative parameters, both
derivable from HRTEM images by image proces-
sing, that are suitable to quantify atomic hopping
activity and in proportion functional surface ac-
tivity (as would, for example, dictate the catalytic
efficiency) for each facet and each monolayer in
each facet individually. Both cross-correlation of
direct image intensity profiles and standard de-
viations of atomic position fluctuations are found
to be suitable parameters and proportional to
each other. We therefore propose considering
electron-beam-triggered surface reconstruction
andatomicmotionas anultrahigh-resolutionprobe
to measure important surface characteristics of
immediate industrial relevance.

• We observe cationic surface reconstruction in some
areas near corners or steps of {100} surfaces, with
Ce atom columns splitting, such that two spots
occupy one bulk Ce site, with one subspot possi-
bly adopting an octahedral interstitial site. This is
related to oxygen ablation beyond the traditional
level of reduction to Ce3þ and could be helpful
for future predictions of surface rearrangements

under chemically triggered reactions, other than
by electron beam. Surface reconstruction of
{100} into linear CeO chains is found by molec-
ular dynamics surface relaxation and supported
by observation of hopping events involving
entire columns of atoms. From a theory point
of view, examination of nanoparticles by HRTEM
allows studying the existence of systems without
infinite surface energy unlike for bulk/semi-
infinite systems.

• The oxidative catalytic activity of CeO2 nanopar-
ticles is ultimately related to the ease of oxygen
extraction from the surface. One can predict
whether surface oxygen sites are active by calcu-
lating the binding energy associated with the
oxygen. That the Madelung energy is directly
related to the binding energy enables one to
generate a visual representation of the distribu-
tion of “reactive” surface oxygen and hence the
oxygen storage capacity with direct implications
for catalysis, antioxidants. Simulations can help
rationalize the mobility of ions on the surface of
ceria nanoparticles.

METHODS
Preparation of Ceria Nanoparticles. Materials and Synthesis. Cer-

ium nitrate hexahydrate (99.999% purity, Sigma Aldrich) was
dissolved in deionized (DI) water. In a separate beaker sodium
hydroxide (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in DI water. Both solu-
tions were stirred for 30 min and then mixed together and
stirred for three hours. On immediate mixing, the color of the
solution was light yellow and later changed to purple. The reac-
tion mixture was hydrothermally treated in Teflon-lined stain-
less steel autoclaves for 48 h at a temperature of 160 �C. The
sample was taken out after the hydrothermal treatment and
washed thoroughly with DI water until the pH is near neutral.
The washing procedure was to stir the solution in DI water for
30 min and then centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 10 min. The final
solution was dried at 300 �C for two hours.

TEM Measurements. Aberration-corrected TEM (Sheffield JEM
3100 R005) at 300 kV with spherical aberration close to zero and
near Gaussian focus has been used, as the suppression of
amorphous carbon film background by vanishing weak-phase
contrast was crucial in maximizing atomic resolution visibility of
cerium, which itself due to its high atomic number generates
contrast by a mixture of amplitude and phase contrast. Stan-
dard imaging conditions for the JEM R005 TEM with second
condenser aperture and a spot size of one were used. Two-fold
and 3-fold astigmatism were corrected to below 7 and 70 nm,
respectively. Residual spherical aberration was estimated to
0.5 μm. Image series were automatically acquired in 2 s intervals
using a Gatan Ultrascan 2k�2k camera. Gatan Digital Micrograph
and ImageJ software were used for postprocessing of the images.

Atomistic Modeling. Atomistic models of CeO2 nanoparticles
were generated using simulated amorphization and crystal-
lization; full details of this method, together with the potential
models used to describe ceria, can be found elsewhere, and
therefore only salient details are provided here.30,31 In particu-
lar, two cubes of CeO2 comprising 15 972 and 24 696 atoms
were cleaved from the parent material. Each system was then
melted, by performing high-temperature Molecular Dynamics
(MD) simulation using the DL_POLY32 code, and then crystal-
lized by performing MD simulation at reduced temperatures.
During the crystallization step crystalline seeds, conforming to

the fluorite crystal structure, evolved spontaneously within the
amorphous sea of ions. The seeds then nucleated the crystal-
lization of the remaining amorphous ions. The Madelung ener-
gies of each atom comprising the nanoparticles were then
calculated using METADISE.33
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Supporting Information Available: High-resolution image
simulations of ceria along the [110] zone axis and a molecular
modeling of the structure of a ceria nanoparticle are provided
complementary to Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Also an anima-
tion sequence in avi format showing the atomic hopping is pro-
vided. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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